Gap Fills Exercise

Fill in the blanks.

1. Work on the new bridge will begin as soon as an official mandate .................
   is received
   will be received

2. Attendance at Sunday chapel is ............... longer mandatory for students.
   any
   no

3. The dog’s leg ..................... in the accident.
   mangled
   was mangled
4. The principal’s unpleasure was manifest.

unpleasure

displeasure

non-pleasure

5. Is mankind in danger of extinction?

mankind

the mankind

6. The ship’s machineries are being overhauled.

machineries are

machinery are
7. The two sisters are mad ___________________ tennis.

8. I am mad ___________________ him.

9. Can you tell us how ___________________?
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10. You can’t make me ..............................

go

to go

going

11. He worked ..............................

hasty

hastily

12. He has an annoying .............................. of scratching his head while talking.
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manner

mannerism

Answers

1. Work on the new bridge will begin as soon as an official mandate is received.

2. Attendance at Sunday chapel is no longer mandatory for students.

3. The dog’s leg was mangled in the accident.

4. The principal’s displeasure was manifest.

5. Is mankind in danger of extinction?

6. The ship’s machinery is being overhauled.

7. The two sisters are mad about tennis.

8. I am mad at him.

9. Can you tell us how the chair was made?

10. You can’t make me go.

11. He worked hastily.
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12. He has an annoying mannerism of scratching his head while talking.